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ABSTRACT

The peculiarities of potential and current distribution in metals under 
inhomogeneous action of magnetic field is studied experimentally and analytically. 
Magnetic field inhomogeneity is modeled with a method of curving the electric 
current lines in rectangular conductors through the use of preset profiles of samples. 
Observed inhomogeneous distribution of electric potential is analyzed on the base of 
charge continuity. It is shown that current density redistribution takes place. Near 
one side current density is high and near another it is small. This is a reason of 
decrease of an effective cross-section of conductor with respective enhancement of 
magnetoresistance. Some analytical relations and modes of applications of observed 
phenomena in cryogenic electronic devices are proposed.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of inhomogeneity of electric field and current in single and 
composite conductors under magnetic field is discussed at present. There are many 
works devoted to study of inhomogeneity stimulated by charge concentration, 
geometry, dielectric inclusions, interface between different metals and others* In 
spite of different nature of inhomogeneities there is the general in their influence on 
transport processes namely an appearance of Hall current which leads to different 
macroscopic displaces particularly to increase of magnetoresistance. This is a 
consequence of potentiality of steady electric field in inhomogeneous media when a 
rotation free type of field requires an appearance of curl current.

This research is dedicated to investigation of charge transport in aluminum 
under inhomogeneous action of external magnetic field. Some results of experimental 
and theoretical study of electric potential distribution and peculiarities of charge flow 
in rectangular samples are represented. We regard here the macroscopic samples 
having comparatively small electron relaxation length when local kinetic coefficient 
distribution is given. Local connection between electric field Et its potential q> and
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current density j  through the sample when current /  is determined by power supply 
are analyzed.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

To model the inhomogeneous action of magnetic field a method of curving the 
electric current lines in rectangular aluminum conductor is used11. For this the 
respective plate's profiles are chosen for local normal projections B± of an external 
magnetic field В to vary regularly along transport direction in accordance with preset 
linear or exponential law (Fig. la,b). An external magnetic field coincides with z-axis. 
Sample profile in ZX plane corresponds to x' line. Current is made to flow along x\ 
Local effective magnetic field is B1 - B0 + K'x’ or BL = B0 exp (Ax’) . Here Bo is a local 
normal projection of magnetic field at x' = 0, JC and к are magnetic field gradients for 
linear and exponential types of inhomogeneity. In Fig. lc the sample having a width b 
is presented in plane YX, hereinafter x’ is denoted as x. For linear law of changing 
magnetic field a gradient A7is 0.006 + 0.7 T/cm and for exponential law of 
inhomogeneity a relative gradient A; is 0.05 + 1 cm1. Polycrystalline aluminum 
samples were formed with help of respective templates and after bending were 
annealed, so the residual resistance ratio achieved 15-10s. The measurements were 
made at T = 4.2 К in the regime of current supply using a reversal of current and 
magnetic field. The separation between the contacts for measuring signals along Hall 
direction (1-2-3-4-5, Г^’-ЗМ-З’ etc.) was 1.5 mm and for the signals along the charge 
flow (t-Г-Г-Г Г"\ 2-2'-2"-2"-2"" etc.) 5 mm. The allocation of electric potential along 
transport direction <p(x, у -const) = cp(xj and along transverse direction 
^>(x-comt,y) = cp (y) were measured on the sample surface.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Linearity of Transverse Magnetic Field Along Transport Direction

The potential distributions have been measured for different magnetic fields and 
gradients. The data for uniform magnetic field have been obtained too. Noticc that 
the dependencies <p (xJ for various coordinates v are not identical. These behaviors 
differ most significantly on opposite sides of sample (contacts 1-Г-... and 5-5’-...) 
(Fig. 2). The recorded signals and potential differences between adjacent probes are

Figure 1. Experimental geometry: (a,b) - profiles of bent samples in plane ZX., z is a direction of 
external magnetic field B, x' is a direction of current /, (a) - asymmetric profile when a sign of magnetic 
field gradient is constant along transport, (b) - U-shaped profile when a gradient sign inverses in center 
of sample; (c) - scheme of potential probes disposition on sample face .
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Figure 2. The potential <p(x) on “strong” (a) and “weak” (b) sides for different A*, T/cm: 0.04 (1), 
0.14(2), 0.43 (3), 0.7 (4) and respective В, T: 0.4,1.4,4.3, 7.1. Solid lines - experiment, dashed - theory; 
fall symbols - / l^O,  empty - К  = 0.

large on one of sides (we’ll call it as “strong” side) as shown in Fig. 2a. On the 
opposite side signals arc small (we ll call this side as “weak”) as shown in Fig. 2b. 
With decreasing A? the signals on “strong” side decrease and signals on “weak” side 
enlarge. Potential distiibution y(x) for the contacts situated in central region of a 
sample surface (2-2-.... 3-3'-..., 4-4'-...) monotonically changes from one side to 
another. It should be mentioned that a non-linear dependence of potential on 
coordinate у  occurs (we shall return to this fact later). An inversion of current retains 
the allocation, that is a “strong” side remains a “strong” that and a “weak” side 
remains a “weak” that. A reversal of magnetic field stimulates a spatial inversion of 
potential distribution. The dependence y(x) for 1-Г-..., 2-2-... transforms into 
dependence <p(x) for 5-5-..., 4-4'-... respectively and vice versa. In other words 
“strong” side dependence transforms to the “weak” that and on the contrary the 
“weak” transforms to the “strong”. Analysis of this situation is based on the 
equation of electric field potential for isotropic dispersion law:

rV  dy1 1 + PJ дх 1 + p 2 dx

Here a dimensionless parameter p = сох, со is a cyclotron frequency, т is a relaxation 
time, AT is a relative gradient which is represented in cm*1 and is connected with К  as 
follows:

К = — = — К' (2)
дх тс

Boundary conditions are the continuity of charge on the surface and following the 
continuity of integral current through any cross-section of sample. Solution of Eq.(1) 
have been obtained by the method of separation of variables and may be represented:

ф =  /р  e xp ( АГу){ /а[ехр(ЛГЬ) - 1]} ' 1 (3 )
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Here a is a conductivity in zero magnetic field, r is a sample thickness. Following 
J5q.(3) Hall current jy is absent in specimen volume and the curl character of current 
is realized by a redistribution of current density. That is current skinning occurs.

However the absence of Hall current in an analyzed approximation is not 
absolute in practice. Weak anisotropy of dispersion law of real metal (in our case it is 
aluminum) stimulates an appearance of non-zero electric field along magnetic field. 
Assuming the absence of j 2 both on the sample surface and in the volume as well as 
the uniformity of electric field along z the Eq.(l) can be represented:

d2(p
P dx P'O i ) « U o

P Oy
(4)

Using the method of iteration the next solution can be obtained:

Ф = C,[(xexp(^) -  K l exp(-Kx)-  (p0 - Kx + lXPoAT1 exp(- Kx)} + C2 (5)

Following this solution a small anisotropy of aluminum dispersion law admits the 
presence of Hall current under transverse inhoraogeneous magnetic field changing by 
lineai' law along transport direction.

Exponential Type of Inhomogeneity of Magnetic Field

A magnetoresistancc of A1 is known to be a lineai* function of magnetic field. In 
these conditions it is naturally to wait the enhancement of Hall current influence on 
charge flowing. Exponential dependence of magnetic field inhomogeneity also may 
stimulate an additional redistribution of current. In view of these two factors (a 
lineality of magnetoresistance and an exponentiality of inhomogeneity) the results of 
potential and current redistribution are represented here. Experimental and analytical 
data are shown in fig.3 where the dependencies of potential both for “strong” (Fig. 
3a) and “weak” (Fig. 3b) sides are presented for different magnetic fields when к -
0.3 cm*1. For comparison a potential dependence for a case of zero inhomogeneity 
when there is no any potential redistribution between two sides is exhibited in Fig. 3b

Figure 3. The potential <p(x) on strong (a) and weak (b) sides for different В , T: 0.35 (1), 1.4 (2), 4.3 (3), 
5.0 (4); solid lines - experiment, dashed - theory; full symbols - к = 0.3 cm ‘, empty - к = 0.
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Figure 4 .The potentiaJ difference Аcp for different averaged fields Вч T :! {1), 2.5 (2), 4 (3).

for the same external magnetic fields. As it is seen in Ftg.3 Mid has beat mentioned 
earlier the effect of potential redistribution increases at magnetic field growth. The 
effect of redistribution increases with a rise of magnetic field gradient too. An 
influence of magnetic Held inhomogencity on potential difference between two points 
ф(л i) - <p(x?) is shown in Fig.4. Here a distance between probes is 5 mm and av&age 
external magnetic field in a center of segment is 4, 2.5 and I T. These dependencies 
respect to “strong” side of sample.

All basic relations between potentials for “strong” and “weak” sides are realized 
for exponential type of inhomogencity. That is an inversion of current direction 
conserves a potential distribution modulo but an inversion of sign of magnetic field 
gradient accompanies the reversal of magnetic field and it leads to exchange of 
redistribution between “strong” and4 “weak” sides. A transformation of potential 
distribution of “strong” side in “weak” that is confirmed by data displaced in Flg.5 
for I T-shaped sample when к = 0.3 cm1. In this geometry (Fig. lb) an inversion of 
sign of magnetic field gradient takes place in point x = 0. Carriers move firstly along 
increasing magnetic field and after point л =  0 carriers move along decreasing 
magnetic field. So a transformation of a “strong"-like dependence in a “weak”-like 
dependence takes place at x = 0. Data measured on opposite sides of U-shaped
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Figure 5. The potential <p( л ) for U-shaped sample on opposite sides for different B% T: 0.14(1), 1.4 (2), 
4.3 (3), 7.1 (4); к = 0.3 cm 1: solid lines - one side, dashed - another.
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sample confirm that voltage signals are symmetrical for such geometry. A distance 
between potential functions for opposite sides is a measure of inhomogeneity because 
for zero inhomogeneity these functions coincide in accordance with data represented 
in Fig. 3b for homogeneous magnetic field.

It is difficult to evaluate potential and current redistribution under exponential 
type of inhomogeneity allowing for a linearity of magnetoresistance using the Eq.(l) 
because the conductivity tensor already corresponds to open Fermi surface. In this 
connection we apply the phenomenological expression for resistivity in magnetic field 
Pxx “ Psr(l + кВ) (р* is a saturation part of magnetoresistance and X is a coefficient of 
a non-saturation) and receive:

p“ ду Рч ду ax л  p* a* a* J” p”  a* ( )

Further it is possible to neglect the dependence of component pyv on magnetic field 
because the experimental behavior of p** as a function of В in strong magnetic field 
corresponds to an open Fermi surface having narrow layer of open orbits 
(“corrugated cylinder” type). Allowing for \B  is small as against unity and assuming 
djyldx = 0 (the inhomogeneity is regular) one can get a current density distribution:

j ,  - ip'„ ехгКр̂ >' I p„){<p*1«p<p^ / p«) -1 ]} '; pV» = dpyjdx

The potentials y(x)  aix following:

Ф(x,y = h) :••• Ip„ / 1 ; ф(x,y = 0) = /p„ exp|( -p^6 / Plx )exp( **)](&*)' (7)

Thus the dependence of y(x) on “strong” side (y = b) is governed by the spatial local 
value of Hall component of resistivity tensor. For present case the parameters of 
material arc the next: т is of the order of 3-10*10 sec. гот achieve 350 in field 7 T, p« = 
4-ИИ0 Q-cm, л, = 0.1 Г1, Hall constant is equal 1010 m3/A*s. Using these data and 
following £qs.(2), (3), (5) and (7) the calculations of y(x) and ф(у) have been made. 
OoiTelation between experimental and analytical data may be seen in Fig.2t3 and 6.

Figure 6. The potential ф(у) for different B> T: 0.35 (1), 1.4 (2), 4.3 (3), 7.1 (4). Solid lines - experiment, 
dashed - theory; full symbols - к = 0.3 cm •, empty - к = 0.
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Total analysis of situation gives some arguments to claim that a redistribution of 
potential measured on sample surface corresponds to its redistribution in whole 
volume. Respectively a current density through cross-section is inhomogeneous. 
There is a high current density near “strong” side and a small current density near 
“weak” side of sample. Redistribution leads to decrease of effective cross-section of 
sample and respective enhancement of magnetoresistance. The process of effective 
section diminishing is seen in Fig.6 where a potential distribution along transverse 
Mall coordinate у  is represented for both homogeneous and inhomogeneous cases. 
Uniform current density j% corresponds to linear potential dependence on y. 
Inhomogencity leads to non-linear potential dependence and the degree of current 
skinning as well as cross section decrease may be estimated using the magnitudes of 
areas under cp(y) for homogeneous and inhomogeneous curves.

Some Experimental and Theoretical Relations. The Modes of Their Application

The observed dependencies of potential on coordinates may be expressed in 
some relations. Thus for linear inhomogeneity the potential differences q>J5 ; cp/T ;
: <p- s* (here <pi* = <pi - <p5 etc. ) can be represented:

fn  ; .bl - ip!i. = ...etc.; Stt -  exp(Kb) ; = 1»Г. * ...etc.
4*1*5* P o  1 ^ Xl  Ф г г  Ф г4 ’ Фз5* Фз5‘ Ф55"

here Xj and x2 are the distances to respective pail’s of contacts.
For intrinsic points yi and y?:

I p ( .r , .  v 2 )  < r ( - T , . . v , )

The analysis «»Г exponential inhomogencity detects the next ratio:

- -  ехрЩдг, -x , ) |
Фг

The observed potential distribution and regarded relations give possibility to apply 
these phenomena in some passive devices of cryogenic electronics where a logarithmic 
and linear change of signals is required, for example to energize the input circuits of 
devices by the discretely variating voltage. The use of signal ratios is also possible 
when several pairs of contacts are asked. Device on the basis of bent plate sample 
may be a logarithmic attenuator. Also this sample connected to the current generator 
may act as a converter transforming the current into voltage in accordance with 
linear and exponential law. Such situation was modeled during our experiment when 
the distribution of voltage differences was registered by potentiometer across the 
surface of investigated sample and the observed relations corresponded to 
analytically obtained data.

CONCLUSION

Using a new method of modeling the medium inhomogeneity the peculiarities of 
low temperature charge transport in pure aluminum under action of transverse
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inhomogeneous magnetic field have been investigated. The character of spatial 
dependence of potential of steady field was determined for both linear and 
exponential change of magnetic field along transport direction.

The analytical correlation between electric field, current skinning and the 
properties of material has been established on the base of approximations of electric 
field potentiality and charge continuity.

The correspondence of experimental and theoretical data each other for both 
types of inhomogeneity enables to advance some new principles of uses of discussed 
phenomena in cryogenic electronic devices and apparatus. Such devices may be 
organized in cryogenic systems having steady magnetic field.

This approach is suitable not only for pure aluminum conductors but for dilute 
aluminum alloys because this method is not confined by material purity. Moreover 
the used approximation of relaxation time is reasonable for high level of electron- 
impurity scattering so the temperature range is not restricted only by liquid helium.
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